WHEN CUTTING...

- PROTECT YOUR HANDS
- Requires no tool
- Cutter with quick-point™
  - Includes (5) extra blades
  - Easy carry belt clip
  - Quick change blade

FOLDING UTILITY KNIFE
- Blade sections snap off
- Light-duty, retractable
- Cutting point providing a fresh, sharp

18MM RETRACTABLE POCKET CUTTER
- Light-duty, retractable cutter with quick-point™ snap-off blades
- Black sections snap off providing a fresh, sharp cutting point

FOOLDING UTILITY KNIFE
- Quick change blade
- Folding look for safety
- Easy carry belt clip
- Includes (5) extra blades in handy dispenser

FOLDING UTILITY KNIFE
- Features a 45° quick-change button for easy blade changes
- Blade starter notch for easy blade changes
- Box cutter comes with an anchored belt clip for convenient access
- Interchangeable blade

FASTBACK FLIP UTILITY KNIFE
- Press and flip opening
- All-metal body
- Quick hook
- Wire form belt clip
- 4-blade storage
- Guide blade change
- Lanyard hole

FASTBACK FLIP UTILITY KNIFE
- Heavy-duty flip-up cutter
- 4-blade storage
- Quick flip change
- Lanyard hole

PROTECT YOUR HANDS WHEN CUTTING...

BLADE DEFENDER™ COATED PALM GLOVES

SEE REVERSE FOR REPLACEMENT BLADES AND OTHER RELATED TOOLS!
RAZOR BLADE SCRAPER
- Removes paint, glue, putty or adhesives from glass, tile, walls, floors or other smooth surfaces
- Blade retracts for safe storage
- Uses standard single-edge razor blade
- Comes with 5 blades

$1.99 ea
STANLEY
STA-11-515

WINDOW SCRAPER
- Ideal for scraping paint from window frames, mirrors, tiles and other flat surfaces
- Comes with one blade
- Handle extends 7" - blade width 2-7/16"

$2.19 ea
STANLEY
STA-11-915

SCREPER/STICKER REMOVER
- Remove inspection stickers, decal residue, labels and paint from glass
- Locks into 3 rotating positions
- Cutting edge folds into the handle for safe storage
- Includes 1-1/2" blade

$8.00 ea
GU GEAR WRENCH
STA-11-035

RAZOR SCAPER
- Perfect for heavy duty household and automotive jobs
- Long reach increases leverage for tough scraping jobs, 9-1/4" long
- Use on glass, ceramic and induction stovetops and countertops

$5.00 ea
STANLEY
STA-11-735

HOT BLADE DECAL REMOVER
- Removes decals, fingernails and stickers by melting the adhesive securing them to the metal, glass or plastic surface
- Faster and easier than other types of scrapers
- Removes aluminum foil labels
- Includes 20 razor blades and a tool rest
- 40 watts / 110 volts

*DO NOT USE WITH PLASTIC RAZOR BLADES *

$3.29 ea
STANLEY
STA-09-918

RAZOR BLADES, 100PK
- 5-1/2" single edge
- Steel backed high carbon steel blade fits all standard razor blade tools
- Replacement blades for STANLEY 28-100 and 28-105

$1.59 ea
STANLEY
STA-11-010

PLASTIC “DOZER” RAZOR BLADES, 100PK
- Ideal for use on glass, painted surfaces, and laminates
- For removing decals, adhesive, glue and more
- Will not damage on scratch like traditional steel blades
- Fits standard razor blade scrapers
- Offers ground edge cutting with deep-edged, rounded blade tips
- This blade has 8 points on each blade
- Blade stays sharper 35% longer
- Blade edge remains consistent and long-lasting
- Laser deposited carbide ground edge delivering a sharp, clean edge
- Removal is 40% faster and easier than other types of scrapers
- Double blade delays blade edge for extended efficiency
- Blade stays sharper 20% longer
- Blade stays sharper 75% longer
- Blade edge fits into a 1-1/2" blade slot
- Blade edge fit improves life and efficiency
- 35% longer cutting life
- Offers HD strength
- HD strength is perfect for removing through stuck adhesive residue on various finishes and paint
- Remove stickers, decals, labels, latex paint drips and more
- Standard razor blade size

$10.00 unit
STANLEY
STA-11-700A

ID UTILITY BLADES, 100PK
- 100 Heavy-duty blades with Dispenser
- Engineered for general-purpose cutting
- Precision honed edge for consistent and long cutting life
- Fits most standard utility knives

$3.99 unit
STANLEY
STA-11-021

PLASTIC “CHISEL” RAZOR BLADES, 100PK
- Single-chiselled edge is perfect for removing through stuck adhesive residue on various finishes and paint
- Remove stickers, decals, labels, latex paint drips and more
- Standard razor blade size

$3.49 unit
STANLEY
STA-11-702

FATMAX CARBIDE UTILITY BLADES, 100PK
- Blade stays sharper 5X longer
- Steel body allows flexibility for help to prevent breaking
- Laser deposited carbide edge delivering a long lasting blade for the job site

$6.49 unit
STANLEY
STA-11-600

FATMAX BLADES, 100PK
- Induction hardened edge offers 75% longer-lasting blade life
- 20% stronger blade is heat treated for flexibility
- Blade edge remains 35% sharper

*COMPIRED TO STA-1-110

$3.99 unit
STANLEY
STA-09-918

1966 LARGE HOOLE BOOK, 5PK
- Edge protection blade for cutting and trimming roofing materials, linoleum, carpet and more
- Blade shape helps prevent damage to materials beneath cutting surface
- Fits most standard utility knives

$4.99 ea
STANLEY
STA-11-003

18MM FATMAX SNAP-OFF BLADES, 5PK
- Ideal for cutting drywall, strophony, insulation, foam backed carpet, linoleum, cork, tar paper, house wrap, and more
- 75% longer life
- 30% sharper
- 20% stronger
- 8 points on each blade

$1.99 ea
STANLEY
STA-11-710

25MM FATMAX SNAP-OFF BLADES, 5PK
- Ideal for cutting drywall, strophony, insulation, foam backed carpet, linoleum, cork, tar paper, house wrap, and more
- 75% longer life
- 30% sharper
- 20% stronger
- 7 points on each blade

$3.99 ea
STANLEY
STA-11-725

BLUNT TIP STEEL BLADES, 100PK
- Replacement blades for MTR-10130B10
- Deep point, 2-0383
- Ground edge
- Double bevelled
- Blade has 2 cutting edges

$6.99 unit
STANLEY
STA-11-921

TRAPEZOID STEEL BLADES, 100PK
- Replacement blades for MTR-10130B10
- Deep point, 2-0383
- Ground edge
- Double bevelled
- This blade has 2 cutting edges

$0.99 ea
STANLEY
STA-11-003

TRAP-EDGE REPLACEMENT BLADE
- Designed to perform most scraping tasks
- Perfect for heavy duty household and automotive jobs
- Comes with 5 blades
- Made of stainless steel
- For heavy cutting and carving

$2.39 ea
STANLEY
STA-11-004

RAZOR HANDLE SCRAPER/STICKER REMOVER
- Blade width: 1-1/2"
- Handle length: 8-3/8"
- Blade stays sharper 5X longer
- Blade edge remains consistent and long-lasting

$19.99 ea
STANLEY
STA-11-735

BLUNT TIP SCRAPER
- Standard width: 1-1/2" long
- Standard length: 8-3/8" long
- Standard blade: 300 grit
- Locks into 3 rotating positions
- Cutting edge folds into the handle for safe storage
- Includes 1-1/2" blade

$15.99 ea
STANLEY
STA-11-035

RAZOR BLADE SCRAPER
- Includes the following tools: long nose pliers, wire cutters, saw, 1/4" standard screwdriver, small knife, bottle opener, curve jaw pliers, 5/16" standard screwdriver, file, large knife, Phillips screwdriver and 1/4" standard screwdriver
- Ergonomically designed handle offers a firm grip
- Limited lifetime warranty

$18.99 ea
STANLEY
STA-11-735

12-IN-1 MULTI-TOOL
- Convenient for any situation requiring tools
- Stainless-steel construction
- High quality nylon construction
- Includes the following tools: long nose pliers, wire cutter, saw, 1/4" standard screwdriver, small knife, bottle opener, curve jaw pliers, 5/16" standard screwdriver, file, large knife, Phillips screwdriver and 1/4" standard screwdriver
- Ergonomically designed handle offers a firm grip
- Limited lifetime warranty

$39.99 ea
STANLEY
STA-11-735